2022 Iowa SHRM State
Conference Program

Quick Conference Overview
Wednesday, October 5
11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 6
6:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
7:00 a.m. - 7:45 a.m.
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Registration
Dr. Celina Peerman – Unmasking the Future of HR (Part 1)
Break
Dr. Celina Peerman – Unmasking the Future of HR (Part 2)

Registration
Breakfast
Opening Remarks / Welcome
Opening Keynote – Brigette Hyacinth
Leading in the Age of AI and Automation
9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Travel Time / Exhibit Hall
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Concurrent Sessions
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Lunch / Exhibit Hall
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Concurrent Sessions
2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Travel Time / Exhibit Hall / Snack
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Concurrent Sessions
3:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Travel Time / Exhibit Hall
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Concurrent Sessions
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Reception / Swampland Jewels Band

Friday, October 7
6:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m. - 8:10 a.m.
8:10 a.m. - 9:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m. - 9:20 a.m.
9:20 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Registration/Continental Breakfast
Concurrent Sessions
Travel Time
Concurrent Sessions
Travel Time
Concurrent Sessions
Travel Time
Concurrent Sessions
Lunch
Closing Keynote – Paul Long
Connecting the Workplace and Life through F.U.N.
Closing Announcements – Grand Prize Drawing

Quick Conference Overview Continued

Important Information
• The Hyatt Regency Hotel & Conference Center is at the end of the lane, follow the
roundabouts and continue straight.
• If you need a Mother’s Room during your conference attendance, please speak with
someone at the registration table for directions.

• Parking is available in the garage to the left of the hotel or in the open lot to the
right of the hotel.
• Free Wi-Fi will be available during the conference.
• If you need gluten free or vegan options for your meals, please notify the servers
and they will assist you.
• For all prize drawings, you must be present to win. You’re really going to want to
attend the whole event, as exciting activities will take place at the end.
• We hope you will stay for the full conference experience as it will qualify you for up
to 14 SHRM Recertification Credits.

Wi-Fi Network: IASHRM22

Password: PeermanGroup

Celina Peerman, Ph.D., SHRM-SCP
Celina currently serves as an organizational
psychologist with experience from front line to
senior level positions, in a wide range of industries
and organizations. She is passionate about
engaging our human resources in new ways to
achieve even better organizational results. Celina is
a strategist with a sense of humor and a love for
building capacity in organizations.
She has presented at numerous conferences for
local, state, and national audiences. Celina’s work
in Southeast Asia, Canada and Central America
gave additional operations experience, further
developing her desire to listen, learn and lead
conversations while walking alongside different
types of companies, exploring challenges, and
pursuing opportunities to drive performance.
Celina holds a Ph.D. in Psychology, a master’s
degree in business, with undergraduate degrees in
psychology and international studies. She is a twotime TEDx presenter, podcaster, and writer. She
usually sees over 275 groups a year or about 7,000
people, including large and small groups with many
one-on-ones. Her content is aimed at helping
teams maximize potential for an even more positive
impact on those around them.

Unmasking the
Future of HR
Whether you are part of a larger HR department or a department of one, the
relentless pace of change can be daunting. This half day session will focus on
three critical areas so are ready for what comes next:
• Futurist Thinking – What can we see for HR in our potential futures?
• Change-Ready Leadership – How do we prepare others for the transitions
ahead of us?
• People-Centered Support – Can we balance performance expectations with
compassion?
Stretch your strategic thinking skills and apply them to daily actions to lead
by; add tools to your toolbox for coaching and developing others to their
potential. This session is all about you – your skills, focus, and future so you
continue to make the impact you want to be known by.
At the end of this session, participants should be able to:
• Recognize possible futures with scenario planning techniques
• Examine change-ready techniques to prepare and lead rapid sweeping
change
• Navigate the opportunities and risk with a people-centered performancebased approach

Brigette Hyacinth
Brigette Hyacinth is an international keynote
speaker, bestselling author and thought leader on
Leadership and HR.

She has been ranked:
* Top 100 HR Influencers of 2018, 2019, 2020 and
2021.
* Top 20 EMEA-Based Tech Experts to inspire
Digital Transformation Efforts.
* Top 75 Remote Work Influencers.
Brigette has authored 5 books on Leadership and
HR. She is an internationally recognized Influencer
and has traveled to over 50 countries in five
continents including North America, South America,
Europe, Africa and Asia, sharing her expertise.
Brigette has been advising CEO’s, entrepreneurs,
educators, governments and leaders from all over
the globe on how to build innovative organizations,
unlock creative potential and increase productivity,
whilst improving employee experience and wellbeing. Her engaging talks on leadership and HR
have motivated and inspired audiences to become
more people-centered leaders.

Leading in the Age
of AI and
Automation
As AI is transforming business models and delivering
value by augmenting organizational capabilities, it’s
important for business leaders to realize that using AI
presents much more than a technology challenge—it
requires a different leadership mindset. Robotic process
automation, algorithms, and artificial intelligence are not
only remaking our lives, it’s changing the nature of
business, decision making and the workplace itself. In this
context, how will leaders inspire, manage and engage the
new workforce?

Paul Long
Paul is the author of
Fundamism: Connecting to
Life Through F.U.N. which
guides you on how to live
your whole life—at work and
at home—with FUN, joy, and
fulfillment as the driving
force. The book does so
through Paul’s entertaining
real-life stories, researchedbased recommendations, and
practical exercises.

Connecting the
Workplace and Life
Through F.U.N.
There are a lot of misperceptions about the impact FUN
can have in the workplace. Contrary
to popular belief, creating a culture of experience that
empowers employees to create more
FUN improves employee engagement, reduces attrition
and inspires growth across nearly every
performance metric. Why does the work you have to be
different than the you at home? It doesn’t!
In this energetic, engaging and tactically focused keynote,
Paul J Long sparks your team’s creativity
by partnering together in finding ways to create more FUN
at work!

Just a reminder: Out of respect for our speakers
and presenters please make sure to silence your
phones before each presentation.
Thank you!

Wednesday
Pre-Conference Schedule

Days/Times

IASHRM 2022 Unmask your Potential

Wednesday, October 5th
11:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, October 5th
Registration

Time/Location

Pre-Conference

12:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Dr. Celina Peerman - Unmasking the Future of HR

2:30 - 3:00 p.m.
3:00 - 5 p.m.

Break/Snack
Dr. Celina Peerman - Unmasking the Future of HR Part 2

Thursday, October 6th
6:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
7:00 - 7:45 a.m.

Time/Location

Thursday, October 6th
Registration
Breakfast
Legal & Legislative
Coral Salon D (200)

8:00 - 8:30 a.m.

Talent Acquisition &
Retention
Oakdale 2 (84)

Fran Haas Lisa Even - Creating
Anthony Arrington - Stop
Employment
Teams That Have a Good
Watering the DEI Leaves,
Risks/Jury Trends in
Ripple Effect- POSTTreat the Roots
Post-Pandemic World
COVID

11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Thursday
Schedule

Business & HR Strategy
Oakdale Salon 3 (200)

HR Department of One
Oakdale 1 (84)

Travel Time/ Exhibit Hall

9:30 - 10:00 a.m.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Leadership Development
Coral Salon E (200)

Opening Remarks / Welcome
Opening Keynote - Brigette Hyacinth - Leading in the Age of AI and Automation

8:30 - 9:30 a.m.

10:00 - 11:00 a.m.

Workforce and
Organizational
Development &
Management Oakdale
Salon 4 & 5 (200)

Erik Dominguez - The
Three T's of Confidence
for Emerging Leaders

Michael Puck/Natasha SenraCara Kirsch - Fully
Pereira - Shift Happened Insured Medical Plan?
How to Improve Mental
It will Cost You
Health

Lunch/Exhibitor Hall
Mark Hudson Employment Law
Update

Ramona Wink - Why
Mental Wellness
Matters

2:00 - 2:30 p.m.

Sarah Noll Wilson Building Powerful Teams
by Freeing Elephants in
the Room
Travel Time/ Exhibit Hall/Snack Break

Michael Puck - Identify
in 6 Min What
Employees Want

Megan Nail - Compensation:
Stephen Smith / Jeff
What's Changed/What You Kappen - The Future of
Need to Know
People Analytics

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.

Kelli Krueger/Dennis
Jason Glass Laura Ford/Sam Hammes
Sinikka Waugh - Seven
Kyle Roed - EE Experience:
Broderick Binns Barton - Money Can't buy
Terminations: Tips on
- Compensation and
Sentences to Propel You How a Rebellious Culture Can Building a Foundation
Love: Retaining Without
Handling Departures Benefit trends in 2022
Forward
Win
of DE&I
Raises

3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Travel Time/Exhibit Hall

4:00 - 5:00 p.m.

5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Laura Folkerts - The
Do's and Don'ts of
Employee Drug
Testing

Brisa Renteria - How to
Predict your Sales
Candidate's Success
Prior to Hire

Lei Comerford Cognitive Diversity:
Understand Different
Thinking Styles

Michelle Hyde - Fostering
Celina Peerman - The Risk of
Collaboration &
Nice
Connections

Exhibit Hall Reception (5pm-7pm) - Swampland Jewels Band!!

Todd Saffell - How to
Lose a New Hire in 10
Days

Cork Pull will go from 8am-5pm
or until all bottles are gone.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 10:00 a.m.
Employment Risks/Jury Trends in Post-Pandemic World – Frances Haas, Shareholder Practicing in Employment and Higher Education
Law (Nyemaster Goode, P.C.)
This session covers hundreds of analyzed Iowa jury verdicts and identified startling post-Covid trends. The speaker will describe the impact on
employers and predict top litigation risks for 2023.
Creating Teams that have a Good Ripple Effect Post-COVID - Lisa Even, Have Good Ripple Effect
More than ever before, it is difficult to motivate employees and contractors. It feels like there is limited time for engagement and motivation efforts,
and it’s even more frustrating stressing about team culture or watching good employees switch organizations.
Join me to discover ways to Have Good Ripple Effect. We will focus on strategic techniques to motivate and keep staff and contractors in the postcovid world. Let’s shift perspective and maximize your time, energy, and efforts. Participants will walk away with tactics and a high-level corporate
engagement blueprint.
Stop Watering the DEI Leaves, Treat the Roots – Anthony Arrington, Inclusive ICR, Advisory Council Member
Anthony will discuss the value of facilitation and focusing on root issues as the most impactful approach to influencing diversity, equity, inclusion, and
belonging (DEI&B) culture in organizations. He will discuss the need to define culture, determine of there is a culture problem, and uncover the roots
of the problem before determining sustainable solutions. He will highlight importance of distinguishing between collective regard and representative
regard, the actual words and feelings of stakeholders, the difference between root issues and symptoms, the six root issues that define DEI&B of
every organization, why training has minimal impact on change without addressing root issues first, and much more. It will be a lively discussion.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 10:00 a.m.
The Three T’s of Confidence for Leaders – Erik Dominguez, Founder, Speaker, & Speaking Coach (Speak Up Stories)
This inspirational and energizing keynote is for emerging leaders who are ready to build their confidence so they can lead in any situation. If the last few years have
taught us anything, it’s that we need to learn to navigate change and be ready for curveballs. As a new leader, that can add extra pressure to an already stressful time of
learning the ropes. Through fun stories and powerful case studies, Erik Dominguez introduces participants to the Three T’s of Confidence. He equips new (and
established) leaders with specific tools to help them build authentic confidence, navigate change and find a balance in an unbalanced world. Your participants will leave
inspired and equipped to lead at new levels… immediately!
Shift Happened - How to Improve Mental Health – Michael Puck, UKG, Global Partner, Human Insights Group at UKG & Natasha Senra Pereira, Therapist
(Private Therapy Toronto)
Mental health issues are at an all-time high, and for many companies, this is unfamiliar and uncomfortable territory. To make matters worse, EAPs are not equipped to
address this issue, as it doesn't just impact the 20% of individuals diagnosed with a mental health illness but equally the other 80% coping with varying degrees of
mental health challenges. Understanding this complex matter better and identifying what companies can influence to address this pressing issue is at the core of this
engaging and insightful presentation. Michael and Natasha will start by defining mental health in a fresh and eye-opening way, followed by a robust business case
outlining why companies must act now. Participants will hear why effective mental health initiatives need to start with the employer, but this powerful presenter duo will
also provide practical solutions based on recent discoveries in neuroscience on how to maintain a "window of presence" despite external triggers to create mental health
from the inside out.
Fully Insured Medical Plan? It Will Cost You – Cara Kirsch, Gallagher
Tired of fully insured medical renewal increases with little control and limited information? During this presentation, employers will understand how self-funding can be
used to control cost, reduce risk and improve strategy.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 1:00 p.m.
Employment Law Update – Mark Hudson, Shuttleworth & Ingersoll, PLC, Senior Vice President
This session will dive into recent trends in current employment law topics. Whether Congress, administrative agency, or state legislatures, this session
will cover the potpourri of cutting-edge workplace issues. A must attend session!!
Why Mental Health Matters – Ramona Wink, 515 Therapy
This session contains three components: Education; Resources; Call To Action. Attendees will be educated about the mental health crisis in Iowa.
Resources will be shared and attendees will learn techniques to reduce mental health symptoms such as anxiety, depression, stress and burnout taught
by a full-time mental health therapist. Mental health issues will be normalized through the sharing of real-life case studies. Attendees will be inspired to
respond to the call to action and make an investment in the lives of employees by bringing in a mental health speaker to their own workplace.
Identify in 6 Minutes What Employees Want – Michael Puck, UKG, Global Partner, Human Insights Group at UKG
Outdated beliefs about what employees want can wreak havoc on attraction and retention. Today's employees are a different breed than they were just
two years ago; some of the changes are apparent, while others are more hidden but equally important. Most critical for HR professionals and business
leaders is to have a comprehensive view of how expectations have changed and how these changes impact your organization. In this interactive
presentation, Michael Puck will share the insights gleaned from a recent meta-analysis and walk you through a 6-minute exercise to determine key areas
of strength and opportunity for your organization. This research-backed activity will give you a new level of confidence to support your people across the
top 12 categories they value most.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 1:00 p.m.
Building Powerful Teams by Freeing Elephants in the Room – Sarah Noll Wilson, CEO
*This session will be recorded.
The strongest teams are those that have an elevated level of psychological safety and are highly adaptive. When teams are psychologically safe and adaptive,
team members can be their whole authentic selves, they can ask questions, take risks, be able to fail, and disagree. There is a commitment to constant
exploring, experimentation, and evolving on an individual level and as a team. Great teams do not happen by chance - they are built by choice. But what if
people aren’t able or don’t know how to engage in honest conversations that are candid, compassionate, and curious? Then the room fills with avoidance and
elephants start to take up space. Now our teams are not only avoiding conflict, but connection as well. To overcome our avoidance of the problem, we need to
understand how and why we are feeding the elephant. By taking a Curiosity First Approach, we increase ownership, have kind and candid conversations, and
build more powerful partnerships.
Compensation: What’s Changed/What You Need to Know – Megan Nail, NFP
Dramatic changes in the labor market, the “great resignation,” remote work and rising inflation are causing an upheaval in compensation expectations for
employees and organizations of all types. Have you changed your approach to compensation to keep up? Understand the current competitive landscape and
prepare for the future with this fast-paced session. We will address topics such as increasing pay rates for entry level talent/minimum wage, what to budget for
annual salary increases (and how to maximize your budget), pay compression with current and experienced hires, pay equity and how to structure and
communicate a program that supports attracting and retaining talent.
The Future of People Analytics – Stephen Smith REWORC, VP of People Analytics & Jeff Kappen, Baton Global
In this session, participants will review findings from a study conducted with 18 Des Moines-based companies (5,000 + employees). This study, using cuttingedge people analytics, was conducted to better understand the future of work, and how it will impact metro planning. Participants will also be given tips and best
practices for using analytics within their own organization to create value.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 2:30 p.m.
Termination: Tips on Handling Departures Professionally – Jason Glass, The University of Iowa Tippie College of Business, Lecturer
Every organization that has employees and any leader that supervises them, will have to deal with departures. It can be a traumatic experience for all
involved, particularly those who are departing. Though these interactions can often be short, there may be no single task that impacts your culture more.
Conversely, the amount of time we spend training and planning for these events is too little and not in proportion to their importance. We will discuss all
types of departures, but primarily focus on terminations for cause. This will include best practices, some of which are not intuitive, and how to prepare your
leaders and organization.
Compensation and Benefit Trends in 2022 – Laura Ford, Gallagher HR Consulting, Senior Consultant & Sam Hammes, Gallagher
2022 has brought never before seen challenges in attracting and retaining talent. This session will look at post-pandemic trends in both compensation and
benefits and fresh ideas to consider in this new work world. Leveraging data, the presenters will provide a look at what’s working and what changes you
should consider in today’s marketplace to minimize cost and maximize engagement and retention.

Money Can't Buy Love: Retaining Without Raises – Kelli Van Cleave Krueger, Director of Education (ACA International) & Dennis Barton, Owner
and Managing Attorney (The Barton Law Group LLC)
It's no surprise that happy employees are more creative, productive, and likely to stay. While more money can help put a smile on your employees' faces, it's
a temporary fix and will never be the secret ingredient to employee retention. This interactive session provides tools for leaders at every level to identify who
is likely to leave and a savvy technique to increase retention by uncovering neglected internal issues, improving the connection between managers and their
direct reports, and reshaping how employees view their positions but the company overall.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 2:30 p.m.
Seven Sentences to Propel You Forward – Sinikka Waugh, Your Clear Next Step, President & CEO, Trainer, Facilitator, Coach
This one-hour session features seven sentences that will propel you forward in your career. With phrases such as “Communication is…” “I have not
arrived…” “Think forward…” and “I Spy…” among others, this session includes a handful of very tactical tools you can apply every single day to help you
reflect on how your actions, collaboration, and communication today are helping you achieve the goals you’ve set for your own development, and to
improve your application of emotional intelligence every single day. Especially for business analysts, communication and collaboration are critical to our
success and to our continued advancement in the profession and in our careers, and emotional intelligence continues to be a game changer for those
who want to succeed. No matter where you are in your career, and no matter how you spend your day, you’re sure to find value in these simple, useful
tips, punctuated with engaging stories and relevant application, brought to you by an engaging and passionate developer of people.

Employee Experience: How a Rebellious Culture Can Win – Kyle Roed, CPM Holdings, Inc., Vice President – HR
Kyle will discuss Employee experience, and how that impacts retention. The employee experience is the journey an employee takes with your
organization. It includes every interaction that happens along the employee life cycle, plus the experiences that involve an employee's role, workspace,
manager and wellbeing. We will discuss relevant examples and real-life scenarios that drove significant impact in multiple organizations and industries.
HR professionals will gain insight into calculating the cost of a poor employee experience, and advocating for change with their leadership teams.
Building a Foundation of DE&I – Broderick Binns, GreenState Credit Union, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Coordinator
During this presentation, I will discuss how GreenState is building an inclusive culture and provide tips on how each attendee/ company can continue to
build upon their DEI foundation. The session will be an open dialogue on ways we all can improve.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 4:00 p.m.
The Do’s and Don’ts of Employee Drug Testing – Laura Folkerts, Attorney Shuttleworth & Ingersoll
In this session attendees will learn about what to do and what not to do when engaging in private employee drug testing in Iowa.
How to Predict Your Sales Candidate's Success Prior to Hire – Brisa Renteria, Improve Growth, CEO
*This session will be recorded.
In this crazy economy it is essential to predict whether or not the salesperson you've been considering will actually succeed. The good thing about the
current talent market is that you'll have great candidates to consider who are looking for better opportunities. Bad thing: Sucky salespeople (who interview
well) will be in that funnel too which will keep you in the hiring wheel of death. Hiring, firing, hiring, firi..you get the gist. ...but don't freak out. I have a way
that will get you out of the endless cycle, and I'm teaching it here!
Cognitive Diversity: Understanding Different Thinking Styles – Lei Comerford, Lei Comerford Consulting, LLC, Executive Coach, Facilitator,
Speaker, Consultant
What is Cognitive Diversity? How can I utilize this skill to be more effective? Join us for this informative session where we’ll introduce Herrmann’s Whole
Brain Model and four unique thinking styles. You will have the opportunity to identify which is most dominant for you and learn how to pick up on clues that
others give off. This session offers you the ability to improve your own self-awareness and begin working more effectively and efficiently with others when
you implement these new skills.

Sessions Breakdown – Thursday 4:00 p.m.
Fostering Collaboration and Connections – Michelle Hyde, MRA – The Management Association, Learning and Development Instructor
Why are two (or 12) heads better than one? Collaboration greatly increases productivity, drives innovation, reaps great results—and can be fun along
the way. In this session, you’ll identify team behaviors that drive true connections and cohesiveness. You’ll also practice team interactions for all types of
teams: in person, remote, or hybrid. Collaboration is key!
The Risk of Nice – Dr. Celina Peerman, The Peerman Group, President
It has been said we are “Iowa nice” but what are the risks of that for company culture, leaders, and performance coaching? This session will examine
where candor and consideration meet. Learn more techniques to help others bring healthy transparency back to our C-Suite, our meetings, and teams.
How to Lose a New Hire in 10 Days – Todd Saffell
By taking a different perspective, learn to recognize the critical mistakes companies make when on-boarding new hires that may actually be turning
them away

Exhibit Hall
Reception
5 p.m. – 7 p.m.

Friday, October 7th

Friday, October 7th
6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

Registration

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

Continental Breakfast

Time / Location

7:00 - 8:00 a.m.

Legal & Legislative
Coral Salon D (200)

Katie Ervin Carlson Drafting Employee
Handbooks &
Policies to Avoid
Litigation

Talent Acquisition &
Retention
Oakdale
2 (84)

Justin Libak-LocalIQHow to Find a Better
Candidate Needle

Friday
Schedule

Amy Reasner - Be
Conscious About Your
Unconscious Bias

11:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m.
1:00 - 1:30 p.m.

HR Department of One
Oakdale 1 (84)

Sarah Noll Wilson/Dr.
Teresa Peterson Regulating the Heat:
Navigating Emotionally
Charged Conversations

Susan Martin - In 2033,
Who's Going to Lead our
Companies

Melissa Pepper & Judy
Wagschal - How the
Culture of Coaching
Avoided the Great
Resignation

Lei Comerford - Unlock
Your Potential:
Connecting Passion,
Purpose, and Skill

Sue Golwitzer - FMLA Updates

Bill Dean - Embracing
the Informal: Health
Teams & Culture

John Monaghan - Right Here,
Right Now: The Developing
Innovations in Group Health
Plans

Brianna Jacqui/Sara
Dickinson - Retaining
Top Talent w/
Engagement/Benefits

Mack Munro - Don't Make a
Mess Out of the Message

Patti Seda Discovering Joy Stretching Without
Snapping

Travel Time
Terri Davis - Iowa
Worker's
Compensation
Update

Mac Munro - How to
Build Better Bosses

Travel Time

10:20 - 10:30 a.m.

10:30 - 11:30 a.m.

Business & HR Strategy
Oakdale Salon 3 (200)

Molly Mackey - Train to Laura Ford - Leadership Ryan Festerling - How to Solve
Retain - Design Ttraining
Skills You Need in
People Issues by Simplifying
to Keep Talent
Today's Workplace
Complexities in your Business

Rob Olinger/ISU
Students - Unmask,
Apply, Get on Board

9:10 - 9:20 a.m.

9:20 - 10:20 a.m.

Leadership Development
Coral Salon E (200)

Travel Time

8:00 - 8:10 a.m.

8:10 - 9:10 a.m.

Workforce and
Organizational
Development &
Management Oakdale
Salon 4 & 5 (200)

Buzzy Castonguay Best way to be
Profitable is to be
Protected

Steve
Smith/ApplicantPro - The
Devin Hughes - The
Hiring Tree: Principles to Gratitude Effect: Power
Attract MORE Applicants
of Appreciation
in a Tough Market.

Logan Mallory - Tips for
Upgrading Your Team by
Ted Lasso

Lunch
Closing Keynote - Paul Long - Connecting The Workplace And Life Through FUN
Closing Announcements/Grand Prize Drawing

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 7:00 a.m.
Drafting Employee Handbooks and Policies to Avoid Litigation – Katie Ervin Carlson Of Counsel, Dorsey & Whitney LLP
In this session, we will go over the various employment law and tax considerations that employers should be aware of as we enter the post-pandemic world
and workers are increasingly asking not only to work remotely, but to do so in other states where the employer may not have previously operated. We will also
discuss remote work policies and best practices that employers should implement if they intend to have remote workers.
Train to Retain – Design Training to Keep Talent – Molly Mackey, Director Knowledge Acquisition and Transfer, Chief Learning Officer (Optimae)
In the midst of “The Great Resignation” employers and HR professionals need to do all they can to keep talent. The reasons that employees stay at employers
may be surprising - According to LinkedIn’s 2019 Workforce Learning Report, 94 percent of employees say that they would stay at a company longer if it
simply invested in helping them learn. This session will cover how to design training to meet employees needs. It will cover how to make training engaging for
the participants and effective for the company.
Leadership Skills You Need in Today’s Workplace – Laura Ford, Senior Consultant, Gallagher HR Consulting
Our work world has changed and the pre-pandemic leadership strategies are not longer effective. This work shop will provide you with ready-to-use strategies
to update your own toolkit as well as leaders within your organization. Using new research data on engagement and retention drivers, we will focus on what
needs to change for maximum effectiveness.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 7:00 a.m.
How to Find A Better Candidate Needle – Justin Libak, National Recruitment Strategy Executive, LocaliQ Recruitment
Have you done a recent checkup on your Candidate Experience & Journey? During this session, we will review the Candidate Journey and Candidate
Experience to learn how important they are in this hiring environment. We will then review different ways to improve your Candidate Flow by improving your
Candidate Experience.
How to Solve People Issues by Simplifying the Complexities in Your Business – Ryan Festerling, President (QPS Employment Group)
Ryan Festerling is a senior executive who has focused his career on solving business problems by finding ways to simplify the complexities that exist within
large organizations. Taking partners to truly understand “what” the problem and getting to the root of “how” the problem can be solved always starts with the
“why.” Too often we take a transactional approach to solving the people problems in our business. Whether it is hiring, engagement, culture change or
business transformation getting alignment and clarity on “why” makes the solution more attainable and sustainable. Ryan spent 20 years in senior leadership
roles with Kohl's Department Stores and QPS Employment Group. He focuses on leadership development, shared services, culture transformation, and
employee engagement strategies. Ryan’s authentic leadership style is one of the keys to his success: financial acumen and a results-oriented approach
balanced with personal connections and a sense of fun. This style has been central to his ability to build high-performing teams focused on driving impactful
results.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 8:10 a.m.
Be Conscious About Your Unconscious Bias – Amy Reasnor, Lynch Dallas PC
Learn about ways your unconscious bias impacts your daily life, including the workplace. Learn about the legal elements of discrimination, harassment and
retaliation. Learn how to prevent, investigate and remedy workplace discrimination, harassment and retaliation.
Unmask, Apply, and Get Onboarding – Rob Olinger & Ivy HR Students, Ivy College of Business at Iowa State
Reimagine your onboarding experience to make it fit, functional, and fun! Hear from up and coming HR professionals–students, interns, and recent graduates–
as they share their perspectives on joining the workforce, insights about onboarding, and a splash of what the universities are teaching that might be helpful.
Regulating the Heat: Navigating Emotionally Charged Conversations – Sarah Noll Wilson, CEO & Dr. Teresa Peterson
*This session will be recorded.
"Difficult conversations do not just involve emotions, they are at their very core about emotions.” Douglas Stone, Sheila Heen, and Bruce Patton
Your heart is beating, palms are sweaty, and mind is racing. You are having or will need to have a conversation that is likely uncomfortable and emotionally
charged with a team member, peer, or leader. These are conversations that everyone needs to navigate regularly, but for HR professionals they are a daily
reality. There is a normal human desire to figure out how to have these conversations without the discomfort, stress, and emotional heat. The truth is, when
there is something on the line, when the conversation requires vulnerability, when it involves humans, there is always a chance for discomfort. Our goal is not
to remove the discomfort but to learn how to navigate the moment so we can move forward intentionally instead of getting paralyzed automatically. Leveraging
over a decade of research, experimentation, and practice in helping people navigate their avoidance of conflict, Sarah Noll Wilson and Dr. Teresa Peterson will
present traps, perspectives, and practices to help you learn how to “hold steady in the heat” for more intentional and powerful conversations.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 8:10 a.m.
Unlock Your Potential: Connecting Passion, Purpose, and Skill – Lei Comerford, Executive Coach, Facilitator, Speaker, Consultant
Are you THRIVING? If not, what's standing in your way? This program is designed to introduce key areas that are holding individuals back from reaching their
potential. Participants will have the ability to self-identify where they are allowing misconceptions to keep them from becoming the person they were meant to
be. Each participant has the opportunity to leave with a personal plan to “unlock their potential”.
FMLA/Leave Management….Does it ever Stop for HR? – Sue Golwitzer, Owner (SG HR Consulting LLC)
Refresh HR with old and a little new information surrounding Leave Management.
Embracing the Informal: Healthy Teams & Culture = Healthy Bottom Line – Bill Dean, BD (Accentus Health)
Understanding the Sociological Dynamics of your Department & Organizational teams. Understanding the 6 key Cultural Points of Emphasis and how they
impact your teams Develop an understanding of how to focus on 3 key bucket areas & measure their performance YOY.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 9:20 a.m.
Iowa Worker’s Compensation Update – Terri Davis, Senior Vice President, Suttleworth
I will discuss current developments in Iowa Workers Compensation, including the developing areas of shoulder cases, COVID-19 cases, and return to work
issues for employers after the 2017 legislative changes.
In 2033, Who’s Going to Lead Our Companies – Susan Martin (Optimae LifeServices)
Todays staffing crisis is tomorrow's leadership crisis. How to adapt our companies, cultures and current leaders to attract, keep and mentor the next generation
of transformative leaders.

How the Culture of Coaching Avoided the Great Resignation – Melissa Pepper (Russel) & Judy Wagschal
When Melissa Pepper joined Russell, she had a voicemail from Judy Wagschal, the in-house coach, welcoming her and offering to help with her transition. It
was from that moment that she knew Russell was creating something different than other organizations. On any given day, Judy can be found meeting in small
groups and one on one with team members to help them navigate issues big and small. While many factors contribute to Russell's retention rates, the one that
is most significant is the coaching culture. In this presentation, Melissa will share the key components of the coaching program at Russell and how it fosters
engagement throughout the organization.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 9:20 a.m.
How to Build Better Bosses – Mack Munro, Boss Builders
Effective managers are the key to any organization succeeding. If you are looking to bring a strategic edge to your organization, training and developing those
managers is a key component. This presentation will show the importance of balancing performance management, strategic goals and initiatives, wants and
needs of employees and managers, and tight budgets while working to implement a culture of learning. The outcome will be managers who are more effective
and a workforce that is motivated, educated, and turns over infrequently. This specific session will focus on the SHRM competency of HR Technical Expertise
and Practice, and target the key behaviors of consultation and business acumen. In this session, participants will learn to proactively initiate (or adeptly
respond to a request for) a “management training program.” Specifically, they will learn techniques to identify need, gather relevant data, leverage performance
management, and communicate findings to senior management. They will learn key areas to consider and standard traps to avoid falling into. Finally, they will
learn how to keep a program energized and permanently ingrain it into the organization’s culture, all the while communicating its success in the language of
business.
Right Here, Right Now (the developing innovations in Group Health Plans) – John Monaghan, President Employee Benefits (PDCM Insurance)
Discussion and Education on hot topics and trends in employee benefits.
Retaining Top Talent with Engagement and Benefits – Brianna Jacque, Benefits Consultant & Sara Dickinson (Cottingham & Butler)
What are market leading companies offering their employees to attract and retain them in the incredibly tight labor market today? The Great Resignation
presents unique challenges for HR teams. This session will focus on ways you design and leverage your Employee Benefits program to best support your
employees. You don’t always need to recreate the wheel; the speakers from Cottingham & Butler will provide practical strategies to ensure your workforce is
engaged and values the resources are available to them, ultimately leading to better retention.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 10:30 a.m.
Best Way to Be Profitable is to Be Protected – Buzzy Castonguay, President/CEO, C4 Operations Background Check Services
In the seminar we cover the following topics in a very interactive, fun and enjoyable experience. We try to take a very serious topic and educate the
participants in a experience that they will learn from and enjoy. *What elements need to be a in a due diligent background check package *Describe the
importance of the FCRA – Fair Credit Reporting Act / EEOC -Equal Employment Opportunity Commission / CFPB Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
*How limit your liability in the screening space *The current landscape of the screening industry – what legislation and litigation is happening right now that
could affect your company. *The top areas of current lawsuits and how to avoid this (Consent forms, Adverse Action)
The Hiring Tree: Core Principles to Attracting MORE Applicants in a Tough Market – Steve Smith, Applicant Pro
Have you experienced a dip in applicant flow in 2021? While many employers are blaming COVID, unemployment rates, and other external factors, there are
actually some key things you can do that will immediately impact your applicant flow and increase your quality of candidates. While some of it may require
additional funds, there are also many things that can be done that will require no money at all, only time. In this session we will cover the analogy of the Hiring
Tree and discuss specific branches of your hiring process that will provide the results you seek. In the Hiring Tree analogy for this presentation, too many
employers rely heavily on one core platform: Indeed. The challenge with this is like a tree with one single branch, eventually that tree branch will topple over as
it begins to bear fruit. A truly balanced tree has multiple branches, which means your hiring strategy must include multiple channels.
The Gratitude Effect: Power of Appreciation – Devin Hughes, Chief Inspiration Officer (Devin C. Hughes, Inc.)
Today’s workplaces are full of cynicism, paranoia and burnout. But the best organizations foster hope, trust, compassion and cooperation because their
leaders build a culture that which employees can thrive. When it comes to creating a healthier, higher-performing organization it’s no surprise that culture is the
thing that matters most. To be sure, if carefully designed, culture is the difference between success and failure; engagement and alienation; health and
sickness; joy and drudgery. But here’s the deal, very few leaders know how to design a culture that actually works in the “next normal”. Building a great place
to work doesn’t have to be complicated; it starts with your employees. Leaders across an organization can learn invaluable skills for understanding employee
well-being and how it impacts the culture at work. The research is clear—positive and inclusive environments are performance enhancers. They are
characterized by higher productivity, less turnover and more resilient cultures. Organizations with happy employees outperform the competition by as much as
202%. Happy and engaged employees are committed and passionate about the work they do, resulting in higher performance and lower turnover rates.
Leaders who know how to cultivate positive emotion tap into an endless well of psychological capital – hope, optimism, confidence, resilience, and belief – that
has the power to keep people and teams innovating, creating value and more successful even in tough times. Attend and learn the real, tangible, and
actionable steps to building a better workplace culture, using a proven method for culture change.

Sessions Breakdown – Friday 10:30 a.m.
Tips for Upgrading Your Team by Ted Lasso – Logan Mallory, Vice President Marketing (Motivosity)
Whether you are as obsessed with Ted Lasso as we are or not, this session is for you! Managers and our teams have the biggest influence on employee
engagement. So what are you doing to transform your managers into leaders throughout your organization? How are you developing your management style
to take care of each employee on your team or within your organization? Don’t listen to us, listen to Ted Lasso. We don’t want to spoil too much, but here are
the teasers for what we will be talking about with you: Everyone’s on the team Be a Goldfish Fix the water pressure Mentors are better than managers Be
curious not judgmental Genuine appreciation above all else Why listen to me? Why listen to Ted Lasso? The Harvard Business Review said that “In
organizations with low employee engagement scores, they experienced 18% lower productivity, 16% lower profitability, 37% lower job growth, and 65% lower
share price over time. Importantly, businesses with highly engaged employees enjoyed 100% more job applications.”
Don’t Make A Mess Out Of The Message – Mack Munro, Boss Builders
It doesn’t matter how effective an HR department is. If you can’t communicate initiatives, intents, needs, wants, objectives, and successes, your department
might not get the respect it deserves. Technical expertise only goes as far as effective communication will take it. This specific session will focus on the SHRM
INTERPERSONAL competency cluster and target the key behaviors of Relationship Management and Communication. In this session, participants will learn
to how to communicate more effectively to constituents at all levels of the organization. Specifically, they will learn techniques to identify the dynamics of
communication, the wants and needs of the audience, and concepts for delivering better messages. Finally, they will learn how to avoid the traps of situations
that cause communication to break down.
Discovering Joy – Stretching Without Snapping – Patti Seda, Owner/Coach (Seda Consulting)
You've provided the training, maybe even hired a coach, but the person is still stuck or seems unmotivated. Maybe that person is an employee, a friend or
maybe it's you. Patti has been there and understands what it takes to discover job joy. Based on her book and Amazon's #1 Best Seller, you'll discover the
tools to discover and forever manage your joy during this highly interactive session! Spoiler alert - you'll gain insight to understand the other humans in your life
as well!

Did you remember
to fill out your
session surveys?
• Remember that completing these surveys
helps us to know what information you value
for future conferences and allows us to see
what you thought of certain speakers.
• We take the information you give seriously
and use it to plan future events.

Raffles / Door Prizes

Sponsor / Exhibitor
Booth
Prize Drawings
• Sponsors will have access to the Whova App
and will need to scan the QR Code on your
name badge when you visit their booths.
• Each Sponsor will have a list pulled at the end
of the night of visitors who attended their
booths.
• Two names will be drawn at random from
each booth at a time to be announced.
• The first name will be the primary winner.
The second name will be announced if the
primary winner does not respond or show.
• You must be present to claim your prize.
Other guests cannot claim prizes on your
behalf.

Mystery Booth
Prize Drawings
• During each break there will be select
mystery booths.
• The conference committee will pull a visitor
list after the assigned break from the select
mystery booth.
• Guests will not know which booth is the
mystery booth so attend as many booths
during your break as you can!
• Stop by the mystery booth during the
specified break and you just might win a
$250 gift card!
• You must be present to claim your prize.
Other guests cannot claim prizes on your
behalf.

Passport Game /
Grand Prize Drawing
• We will have 16 primary sponsors
participating in the passport game and the
SHRM booths.
• Make a point to stop by each of the
participating sponsor booths and have your
QR code scanned.
• Participants who stop by all 16 participating
booths will be entered into the Grand Prize
Drawing.
• Grand Prize will be a 2023 SHRM Conference
Experience!
• You must be present to claim your prize.
Other guests cannot claim prizes on your
behalf.

SHRM Foundation Scholarship
Apply Today

2022 CONFERENCE
SPONSORS

A big THANK YOU to all our Sponsors / Exhibitors*
who made this possible.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3rd Degree Screening
Acumen Advisors
ADP
Alera Group
Ascensus
Aspire Resources, Inc.
Assured Partners
ATW Training Solutions
Buena Vista University
Strategic Partners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• C4 Operations Background
Check Services
*Sponsors / Exhibitors are as of September 28th

Clarity Benefits Solutions
Clarke University
Concordia University
Connections, Inc. EAP
Cottingham Butler
DART
Delta Dental
EFR
EICC
FranklinCovey

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FTS Therapeutic Massage
Gallagher
Grand Canyon University
Green State Credit Union
HealthPartners
Inquirehire, Inc.
Iowa ESGR
Iowa SHRM State Council
Iowa Workforce
Development
• Isolved

A big THANK YOU to all our Sponsors / Exhibitors*
who made this possible.
• LOCALiQ Recruitment
• MercyCare
• MercyOne Business
Solutions
• Motivosity
• Mount Mercy
• MRA
• Prositions, Inc.
• QPS Employment

• UKG
• Upper Iowa University

• Navigate Wellbeing
• One Source The Background
Check Company
• Paycom
• Paycor
• Paylocity
• PDCM Insurance
• Perfect Feast
• PrimePay
• Remodel Health
• Robert Half

*Sponsors / Exhibitors are as of September 28th.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rock Valley Fitness
SA3 Wealth
SHRM
Sollah
syncHR by PrimePay
The Iowa Women's
Foundation
• The Peerman Group
• Toastmasters
International
• Vivid Clear Rx

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

CAREER RESOURCES

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

• Cedar Valley SHRM (Cedar Falls/Waterloo area)
http://www.cvshrm.org/
• Central Iowa SHRM (Des Moines Area) http://www.ci-shrm.org/
• Cyclone SHRM (Ames Area) http://cyclone.shrm.org/
• Eastern Iowa HR Association (Iowa City/Cedar Rapids Area)
http://eihra.shrm.org/
• Great River HR Association (Quad Cities Area)
http://www.grhra.org/
• HR Association of North Iowa (Mason City Area)
http://hrani.shrm.org/
• Iowa Senior HR Association (Iowa City/Cedar Rapids Area)
http://ishra.shrm.org/
• Mississippi Valley HR Association (Burlington Area)
http://mvhra.shrm.org/
• Northwest IA–Southwest MN HRA (Milford/Spirit Lake)
http://nwiagreatlakes.shrm.org
• Siouxland SHRM (Sioux City Area) http://siouxland.shrm.org

• Southeast Iowa SHRM (Oskaloosa/Pella Area)
http://seia.shrm.org/
• Southwest Iowa SHRM (Creston Area) http://swiowa.shrm.org/
• Tri-State HR Association (Dubuque Area) http://trihra.shrm.org/

By joining a local, Iowa SHRM Affiliated Chapter you will gain access to:
• A network of HR Professionals and companies in your community.
Build
• relationships and learn how other local organizations handle
human resource situations, procedures, policies and practices.
• Local professional development to improve HR competencies and
support
• career advancement.
• Up-to-date information pending federal and state legislation that
may impact your company's operations.
• HR generalists and specialists who provide information that might
be otherwise difficult and/or expensive to obtain.
• Contemporary, successful practices to make your organization
more efficient, increase employee commitment, and help line
• managers carry out business strategy.
• Detailed, updated information on state and local labor market
conditions and issues.
• Leadership skills development opportunities. Take on a volunteer
leadership role in a local chapter!
SHRM-CP/SHRM-SCP or PHR/SPHR/GPHR recertification credits
acquired through attendance at chapter programs.

Join a Chapter!!
http://www.iashrm.org

